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EMX 65 / EMX 85 / EMX Women' European Championships:
Lithuania and Turkey welcomed the MX riders

This weekend the Lithuanian city of Siauliai hosted the third round of the EMX 65 / EMX
85 North East zone and the first of Women’ championship, welcoming 63 riders from 13
different countries.
Race1of EMX85 was ruled by Russian rider Semen Rybakov. He was faster than Latvian
Janis Martins Reisulis, winner of the first round in Ukraine, and second in Lithuania. Third
place for Gregor Kuusk from Estonia.
In Race2 Polish rider Bartosz Jaworski leaded for a long time, but in the end won again
Rybakov. Third on the podium Markuss Ozolins from Latvia.
Rybakov won also the Overall in front of Reisulis and Jaworski.

EMX65 Race1 saw an Estonian domination with the same winner of last week. Lukas Leok
was unstoppable winning both races with huge gap on Enriko Peilman, second, and Aston
Allas, third.
In Race2 second position for Jekabs Hudoleis from Latvia and third for Peilman.
On the Overall podium: Leok, Peilman and Hudoleis.
In Women’s class Lynn Valk from Netherland ruled both races. In the first she fought
against Norwegian Mathia Selebo, second, while third finished Anne Borchers from
Germany. In Race2 the fight was with Dutch rider Shana van der Vlist. Third place for
Selebo.
Overall results: Valk, Selebo and van Der Vlist.
Next round of the NE zone will be in Parnu, Estonia, while women will meet again at the
end of July in Italy.

The beautiful MXGP track of Afyonkarahisar, Turkey, hosted the second round of the EMX
65 / EMX 85 South East Zone. Riders from Turkey, Bulgaria, Serbia and Romania were
present in their quest to qualify for the Final of EMX85-EMX65 Championship. The
Afyonkarahisar Deputy Ibrahim Yurdunusever, the Governor of Afyonkarahisar Gokmen
Cicek and the Mayor of Afyonkarahisar Mehmet Zeybek attended the Opening Ceremony.
Bulgarian Ventislav Toshev confirmed his good form in his premier season on a 85cc
motorcycle winning both EMX 85 races, after a good performance also in the first round.
Second place of the overall for Bulgarian Danail Stefanov, who managed to lead some laps.
After a nice battle in both races for the third position with Turkish rider Baran Kocaman,
Romanian Mihnea Banu get the third place.
EMX 65 class too was won by a Bulgarian rider: Dani Tsankov won both races. The fight for
P2 saw Romania’s riders Mark Szoke Eross and Sami Dumitru finish second and third in
Race1 and thir and second in Race2.
The third round of the EM X65 / EM X85 South East Zone will take place in Globare, Serbia,
on 26th-27th June.

CEV Repsol Moto2 European Championship and Hawkers European Talent Cup:
Catalunya hosted round 3
Catalunya played to host a fantastic display right throughout the weekend for the CEV
Repsol Moto2 European Championship and Hawkers European Talent Cup.
Fermin Aldeguer (Boscoscuro Talent Team-Ciatti) was once again the dominant force in
the Moto2™ European Championship as he raced into the distance winning both races
and it was 15-year-old Xabi Zurutuza (Cuna de Campeones) that took the win in Hawkers
European Talent Cup.

In Moto2™ ECh it was business as usual for Aldeguer at the flag, but he did have some
work to do! The 16-year-old was squeezed out at Turn 1 as Lukas Tulovic (Liqui Moly Intact
SIC Racing Team) and Alonso Lopez (Boscosuro Talent Team-Ciatti) grabbed 1st and 2nd
on the first lap. Aldeguer quickly set to work and picked them off to take the lead and
from there, streaked away to a 7-second winning margin. Behind, Lopez got the better of
a strong Tulovic as the pair rounded out the podium.
Race 2 was dominated from lights to flag by Aldeguer as he grabbed the holeshot and
never looked back. He was held honest by Lopez for 7 laps before Lopez then slipped back,

relinquishing to Aldeguer’s superior pace. Tulovic would once again take 3rd place but
this time didn’t quite have to pace to run with Lopez. But Tulovic can be happy with a
double podium performance as he’s now in control of 3rd place in the Championship.

As always, HETC provided action right from the off as the racers of the future got to grips
with hot and greasy conditions in Catalunya. With just one race on the agenda for the
youngsters, they were giving it everything from the start and a group of 4 broke away in
the early laps. The Cuna de Campeones trio of Zurutuza, Hugo Millan and Adrian Cruces
were joined by the fast-starting Maximo Martinez (Team Honda Laglisse) as they pulled
well clear of the pack by 12 seconds in the end. But, there was drama, as the then
Championship Leader Cruces tumbled at Turn 7, leaving his teammates and Martinez to
battle it out. A last lap thriller unfolded, with Zurutuza coming out on top by just 0.024s
from Martinez and Millan a further 0.022s back in 3rd. After 5 races, Millan leads the
Championship by just 7 points.

